
Quick Picks
Black card stock
White card stock
White card blank 5.5 x 4.25"
Silver pearlised card stock
Generation Inx - Dg03
Stamp - 433846
Stamp - 433847
Blending brush
Low tack tape
Quickie glue pen
Glitter
Eureka 101 tablet

Synergy Dies
Creative Harmony
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This is one of those cards where people always say to me, “How an earth have you done it?” Well here's the secret, and 
the best bit is it's simple.  It's one of those techniques I encourage all beginner crafter’s to have a go at.

Project: Christmas Colour

1.  Cut black card stock to size 5.25 x 
4”.  Cut silver card stock 5 x 3.75”.  
Cut white card stock 4.75 x 3.5”.

2.  Mask off a rectangular section in 
the centre of the white card stock, 
approximate size can be 2.5 x 4”, or 
whatever suits your project.  I use low 
tack tape for this but you can also use 
washi tape.  Create a blend with your 
ink and blending brush; I've used 
Generation Inx Vol 3 DG03 Dark Grey.  
This can be as light or dark as you 
like.  I prefer a lighter shade.  Remove 
masking tape to reveal a nice sharp 
edge.

3.  Place your stamp 'It's all about the 
trees' into your Eureka 101 or similar, 
and ink up using the same ink pad.  
This creates a nice focal point.

4.  Stamp your sentiment whilst you 
have your Eureka out.  I've used 
'May Christmas and the new year 
bring you every happiness' (from 
stamp set – Colouring Baubles) 
because you can really send this to 
anyone, however you can use 
whatever you have available if 
needed.

5.  Apply some ink to your Eureka 
101 ink wells, I've used Fuchsia 
FU03, but you can use anything that 
is water based, and any colour you 
fancy.  Then paint your baubles, 
leaving a small space white, which 
gives a nice effect, see finished 
image.

6.  Allow to dry, and mat and layer 
on to your card for the finished 
piece! You are now creating cards 
that your friends will forever ask – 
'How did you do that?'
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